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DECORATIVE NOTES. 

* MERICAN Nottingham curtains have almost completely. 
A driven the medium and lower grades of English gogds 

out of the market. Singularly enough, one of the 
smallest of the domestic mills is equipped for the production 
of the highest class of goods, working up to twenty points. 
It is now engaged in making imitations of costly Brussels fab 
riCs, reproducinga curtainwhichwouldretailat $6o for about 
$7.50. So perfect is the imitation that when seen across an' 
ordinary street no one but.an expert could detect the differ 
ence. - This is how machinery e&nriches life. 

FIG. 4. A Louis XVI, DESIGN. BY WATSON, FosTER &-Co. 

There is a sort of intermediary grade in cut glass which 
satisfies many who are deluded into believing they have pur 
chased a bargain. The fact is it is much cheaper than 
genuine cut glass. But then it is a poor substitute for the 
real article-too poor in quality and cheap in price for good 

ware, and too expensive for common goods. It reallyhas no! 
commercial value, and those who buy it for a good quality 
are deceived and display their ignorance. A truly handsome 
piece of cut glass always has a value of its own, that 
increases as years roll by. 

THlE YORK CARD AND PAPER COMPANY'S NEW WALL 

PAPERS. 

'H: receipt of a brilliantly embel 
lished catalogue, published by The 

\_, /z - York Card and Paper Company, of 
York, Pa., containing numerous ex-, 
amples of colors and modern interiors 

.4 E %,decorated with the wall paper pro 
/ ductions of the firm, led us to make 

/ a special investigation of the 'many 
4 wonderful fine designs produced by 

this enterprising firm for the present 
11! ,' L season's trade. The particular -de 

* | 1) lj,> ~signs pubhishedin th e catalogue struckr li 
,XrF # u' u as a new phase of inventive beauty, 

and we were not long in discovering 
that the trade had to deal with an 

alert, aggressive producer of wall-papers, which for richness 
of composition and, beauty of coloring are the equal of any 
thing :th*t has been produced by the older firms. The prod 
ucts as a whole, fortheir exceptional artistic vigor and beauty, 
place the firm-in the front rank of modern decorators. 

We are certainly living in an age in which domestic art of 
every kind is undergoing a magnificent Renaissance, and a' 
it was discovered centuries ago that'it enriched Europe to'. 
give beauty its rightful place in its manufactured products, 
so to-day it. is being rediscovered that to join beauty to utility 
in the. productions of our western republic is the surest road 
to fortune as well as mental delight. 7 

The-firm whose productions are under ebusideration al 
ready possesses a wel:l-established reputation as a leading en 
ponent of the paper-stainer's art. They have this year added 
to their most extensive and satisfactory exhibit a complete 
line of Specials, which, for originality of composition, delicacy 
of color treatment, -and. artistic skill in manipulation, is a 
vast improveniezt on all of the firm's former production's. 

SPECIAL-S. 

To enumerate the great variety of patterns manufactured 
in this line would be an endless task, and we must. therefore 
content 'ourselves. with mnentioning. a few of- the more note 
*worthy examples in proof of the high quality of the liie in 
its, entirety. These goods are twenty-two inches. wide, and 
the combinations of wall, frieze and ceiling.include a valuable 
innovation in the line, in the shape of one and two-band bor 
ders which in many cases is calcutlatedto fill what has long been 
an aching void in the trade. When it is considered that the 

majority-of -modern rooms are' not much over nine feet in 
height, and that the casing of windows and doors reaches to 
within a few inches of the ceiling, it will be admitted that the 
use, of wide borders is prohibited by the ignorance,. or care 
*lessness, or parsiniony qf owners and architects. There is- a 
beautiful reproduction of an Adams design that struck us as 
being a model of successful manipulation' 'in. producing a 
subtle beauty in this attractive style. There is a one and two 
inch band-blended border in the composition, and the example 
in Boston yellow is a winsome effect. The lace stripe-for 
parlor decoration produced in heliotrope and silver will give 
joy to many a feminine heart. Otherpatterns exhibit delicate 
silk and satin stripes, the lace-embossing beingvery effective. 

One of the masterpieces of the line is' The American. 
Beauty Rose, with crown frieze and- frescoed ceiling decora 
tion, of which we give an illustration. As it will be seen,. the 
rose, which is naturalistic in treatment, is arranged in stripes 
alternating with a large conventional stripe of ribbon and 
scroll, the crown frieze weaves two together at the top, and 
the ceiling introduces a novel feature in wall paper decora 
tion in the form of a wreath, leaving the central outside mar 

- gin plain-tinted paper of the color of the side-wall ground. 
The ceiling can be varied by introducing another tone in 
side the wreath for the entire centre of the ceiling, as, for in-: 
stance, a very delicate shade of green and pink, this giving 
the ceiling a very decorative effect. 

The English Poppy design is a bold and brilliant produc 
tion, and will certainly enrich an apartment to an extraordi 
nary degree. The frieze brings the decoration to an ad 

mirable finish, and this appreciated method of decoration, 
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